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Model calibration and uncertainty analysis of runoff in the
Zayanderood River basin using generalized likelihood
uncertainty estimation (GLUE) method
Majid Mirzaei, Hadi Galavi, Mina Faghih, Yuk Feng Huang,
Teang Shui Lee and Ahmed El-Shaﬁe

ABSTRACT
This study is designed to consider the uncertainty in the kinematic runoff and erosion model
named KINEROS2. The Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) method was used for
assessing the uncertainty associated with model predictions, which assumes that due to the
limitations in model structure, data and calibration scheme, many different parameter sets can
make acceptable simulations. GLUE is a Bayesian approach based on the Monte Carlo method for
model calibration and uncertainty analysis. The assessment was performed in the Zayanderood River
basin located in Central Iran. To make an accurate calibration, ﬁve runoff events were selected from
three different gauging stations for the purpose. Statistical evaluations for streamﬂow prediction
indicate that there is good agreement between the measured and simulated ﬂows with Nash–
Sutcliffe values of efﬁciency of 0.85 and 0.79 for calibration and validation periods respectively.
Uncertainty analysis was carried out on the new distribution of input parameters for model
validation.
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INTRODUCTION
Reliable predictions of streamﬂow from watersheds using

model predictions. Methods that represent the parameters

rainfall-runoff models are important in order to make sure

of the model state and uncertainty estimation include the

that design criteria such as stability and safety of hydraulic

classical Bayesian approaches (Kuczera & Parent ;

structures, dams and ﬂood retention ponds are kept. Hydro-

Thiemann et al. ; Vrugt et al. a, b; Cheng et al.

logic simulation models for streamﬂow have implicit

), the pseudo-Bayesian (Beven & Binley ), set

uncertainty in their handling of processes. Uncertainty

theory (Keesman ; Klepper et al. ; Van Straten &

may occur during data collection, modeling, and analysis

Keesman ; Vrugt et al. ), multiple criteria (Gupta

of the engineering system and model predictions. A high

et al. ; Yapo et al. ; Boyle et al. ; Madsen

degree of uncertainty in the model output is associated

, ; Vrugt et al. a, b; Chen & Chau ), assim-

with calibration when data are limited and the input par-

ilation sequential data (Madsen et al. ; Moradkhani

ameters are highly uncertain. Hassan et al. ()

et al. ; Vrugt et al. ), multi-model method (George-

suggested that in such a case, a more quantitative use of

kakos et al. ; Ajami et al. ; Vrugt & Robinson ),

the calibration data and the calibration goodness of ﬁt

and artiﬁcial neural networks (Chau et al. ; Muttil &

results become crucial for appropriately quantifying the pre-

Chau ). Blasone et al. () remarked that all these

dictive uncertainty. In recent years, there have been many

methods have their strengths and weaknesses, but differ in

methods for calculating the margins of uncertainty in

their underlying assumptions and how the various sources
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of error are discussed and made explicit. For performing a

based water balance model, speciﬁcally KINEROS2 with

thorough uncertainty analysis, Generalized Likelihood

GLUE; and (2) to calibrate and validate KINEROS2.

Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) has a number of advantages over other methods and therefore it has been
selected as the uncertainty analysis method for calibration

CASE STUDY

and uncertainty analysis in KINEROS2. The primary advantages of this method are the reduction of the number of

The catchment of the Zayanderood River is situated in Cen-

simulations required, the ability to use different ways of spe-

tral Iran. In this study, a speciﬁc part of the catchment

cifying parameter distributions, the ability to handle very

between the longitudes of 32 170 10″ N and 33 120 49″ N,
W

W

0

W

W

0

complex models, and the propagation of variability, uncer-

and the latitudes of 50 1 36″ E and 50 46 26″ E was selected

tainty, and parameter dependencies through the model

(Figure 1). This area was selected partly because it covers the

that are reﬂected in the distributions of model outputs.

main source of streamﬂow of the Zayanderood River, but

GLUE is a widely used method, with numerous papers

more importantly the region is relatively well covered by a

and other publications describing the method and how to

reasonably dense network of rain gauge stations. The cli-

apply it (Xu et al. ). GLUE, developed by Beven &

mate is semi-arid, with an annual average precipitation of

Binley (), was subsequently used in many studies

611 mm and annual average temperature of 11 C. Precipi-

(Franks & Beven ; Aronica et al. ; Lamb et al.

tation data show a seasonal distribution with wet season,

; Cameron et al. ; Hunter et al. ; Montanari

autumn, winter and spring, and dry season in summer.

W

), and also the formal Bayesian approach (e.g. Gupta
et al. ; Kuczera & Parent ; Sohn et al. ;

KINEROS2

Feyen et al. , , a, b; Vrugt et al. a, b).
The GLUE procedure is an extension of the Monte

KINEROS2 is a distributed system and a physical event-

Carlo sampling that randomly integrates the goodness of

based model that describes the processes of interception,

ﬁt of each simulation. This procedure leads to a form of

inﬁltration dynamics, runoff, and erosion of a watershed

Bayesian mean different models represented by different

characterized mainly by surface runoff. The watershed is

conceptualizations or combinations of different parameters

conceptualized (as a cascade and channels of which the

and their predictions (Beven & Freer ; Hassan et al.

stream is fed into in a top-down approach) using a ﬁnite

). The GLUE methodology has been widely used to rep-

difference solution of the equations of one-dimensional kin-

resent predictive and parametric uncertainty in the Monte

ematic wave (Semmens et al. ). Excessive rainfall,

Carlo analysis of surface water systems. Uncertainties in a

which leads to ﬂow, is deﬁned as the difference between

model like KINEROS2 arises from the structural model

the amount of rainfall and the depth of interception and

errors resulting from problems with parameter estimation.

inﬁltration. The speed at which inﬁltration occurs is not con-

A realistic assessment of these various sources of uncer-

stant but depends on the intensity of rainfall and on the

tainty is important for scientiﬁc-based decision making

amount of accumulated inﬁltration or the state of available

and helps to direct resources towards improving the model

soil moisture. The Automated Geospatial Watershed Assess-

structure and reduce uncertainty.

ment (AGWA) tool is a versatile system of hydrological

The focus of this paper is on the calibration of the dis-

analysis that is addressed to: (1) provide a simple, direct

tributed, physically based, and event based KINEROS2

and repeatable method for hydrological modeling; (2)

model. Given the differences in soil, land use, topography,

make the use of the Geographic Information System (GIS)

and climate, the KINEROS2 model is spatially distributed.

database achievable; (3) be compatible with other geospatial

Schuol & Abbaspour () further added that KINEROS2

basin analysis software environment; and (4) be useful for

offers the possibility to extend the model’s hydrological ero-

the development of alternative scenarios and future simu-

sion sub-models. The speciﬁc objectives of this study are:

lation works at multiple scales (Miller et al. ). AGWA

(1) to assess the uncertainty of the parameters of a physically

provides the functionality to carry out the processes of
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(A) Location map of Zayanderood basin in Iran, (B) location map of study area in Zayanderood basin and (C) map of study area.

modeling and evaluation for the Soil And Water Assessment

A DEM with 25 m resolution had been extracted from

Tool (SWAT) and KINEROS2. Nedkov & Burkhard ()

topographic maps. The DEM was used to calculate sub-

reiterated the modeling process in the AGWA GIS environ-

basin parameters such as slope, slope length, and to

ment consisting of the ﬁve main steps including watershed

deﬁne the stream network. The resulting stream network

delineation and discretization, vegetation cover and soil par-

was used to deﬁne the layout and the number of sub-

ameters, precipitation writing ﬁles, running the model, and

basins. Characteristics of the stream network, such as

ﬁnally the visualization of results.

channel slope, length, and width, were all derived from
the DEM. Land cover and soil maps were adapted for the
use in AGWA. The soil and land cover data set for the

Database

study area was provided by the national cartographic
center of Iran. The precipitation and river discharge data

The use of hydrologic models, and KINEROS2 in particular,

collected from the Iran Meteorological Organization

necessitates the availability of an appropriate data set includ-

included those of 16 rain gauge stations in the study area

ing a digital elevation model (DEM), land cover data, soil data,

and three river hydrometric stations on the Zayanderood

hydrological and climatic data. They should be in a particular

River (Figure 2).

format compatible with AGWA GIS standards. Additional
data are necessary for the ﬂood regulation demand assess-

The GLUE framework

ment. In the current study, spatial and non-spatial data have
been collected for the case study and transformed into the

The GLUE method is a Bayesian analysis based on the

appropriate formats. They have been used to build up a data-

Monte Carlo method for model calibration and uncertainty

base for hydrologic modeling and spatial analyses.

analysis. The framework used in this study is to make a
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Implementation of GLUE in this study is as follows:
1. Generating random samples of the parameter space. A
large number of parameter sets must be generated for
Monte Carlo simulations based on distributions of previous settings. In this study, the uniform distribution
with lower and upper bounds are assumed to present
the a priori distributions of parameters.
2. Computation of the likelihood values for the parameter sets
and selecting the behavioral ones. The probability measure
quantiﬁes the difference between the simulation and observations. It must be assigned to zero for all parameter sets
that cannot reproduce the observations and should
increase monotonically with increasing performance.
In the literature, the probability measure most commonly used for GLUE is the model efﬁciency Nash–
Sutcliffe coefﬁcient (NS) (Beven & Freer ), and is thus
used in this study:

2
M
y
(θ)

y
t
i
ti
ti ¼1
Pn
2

ð
Þ
y

y
ti ¼1 ti

Pn
NS ¼ 1 

Figure 2

|

Locations of the rainfall and runoff gauging stations in the study area.

quantitative analysis of uncertainty in the modeling process
and to draw some indications on the effectiveness of the proposed method. Due to limitations in the model structure,
data and calibration scheme, a common phenomenon in
the rainfall-runoff modeling is that a great deal of very different sets of parameters can make equivalent accurate
simulations (equiﬁnality). GLUE waives the thought of the
existence of one optimum set of parameters. Alternatively,

(1)

where n is the number of the observed data points, and yti
and yM
ti ðθÞ represent the observation and model simulation
with parameters θ at time ti, respectively, and y is the average value of the observations. Herein, the threshold value
of GLUE application is chosen to be 0.70. The simulations
with NS values of more than 0.70 are considered to be
behavioral, otherwise they are considered non-behavioral.
1. Calculating the posterior likelihood distribution for behavioral parameter sets.
2. Determination of uncertainty quantiles.

it splits all the parameter sets into two categories of behavioral and unbehavioral sets according to the likelihood
measure that deﬁnes the degree of belief of a set of par-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ameters being a good simulator. All sets are used to
conduct the simulation. The distribution of the likelihood

Application of KINEROS2 in combination with the auto-

value for sets of behavior is considered as a weighting func-

mated functionality of AGWA respectively reduces the

tion for probabilistic predictors (Beven & Binley ).

required time to run the watershed model. Due to the

Accordingly, a cumulative distribution of model predictions

robust and interactive interface, the user selects an outlet

is formulated and uncertainty quantiles are calculated. In

from which AGWA delineates and discretizes the watershed

GLUE, subjective choices are explicit, which should be

using the DEM. The watershed elements are then inter-

reasonable for the modeling work.

sected with the ground land use/cover and precipitation
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(uniform or distributed) data layers to calculate the input

other storms. The complete rainfall hyetographs were not

parameters of the model. The model is then executed and

used in running the model in some cases to ease the compu-

the results are imported back into AGWA for visual display.

tational strain. In such cases, only the most intense portion

Initial inputs of KINEROS2, maps, and other input data

of the storm was modeled. Runoff data are used in evaluat-

were prepared for the Zayanderood Basin. The catchment

ing the model.

was split into 78 planes with 31 associated channel reaches
(Figure 3). The planes were based on topography, land cover
and soil type. Channels represent the locations of identiﬁable channels. The slopes and geometries of planes and
channels were estimated from the DEM, and the channel
cross-section data.

Parameter sensitivity
The ﬁrst step in the evaluation of the model is to determine
which parameters are the most sensitive and which ones
have the most inﬂuence on the output. Tests of signiﬁcance
were carried out upon the parameters that had been esti-

Evaluation procedure

mated. In this study, the parameter sensitivity analysis was
performed using stepwise regression analysis, which was

A complete model testing requires calibration of the model

carried out on ranks of input–output data pairs that were

using some of the available hydrologic records and evaluat-

generated based on a Monte Carlo technique sampling. Fol-

ing the performance of the calibrated model using some

lowing the same approach, parameters that showed

other records. KINEROS2 was approximately calibrated

signiﬁcant sensitivity to model output during model cali-

using the hydrograph of storms and then validated against

bration were the relative saturated hydraulic conductivity

Table 1

Figure 3

|

Position of planes and channels in Zayanderood basin.
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Selected parameters for uncertainty analysis and their prior distributions

Range of initial

Prior
distribution of

KINEROS2

aggregate

Parameter

Symbol

Units

parameters

parameters

Manning’s
coefﬁcient of
PLANES

np

–

0.0–1.0

Uniform

Manning’s
coefﬁcient of
Channels

nc

–

0.0–1.0

Uniform

Saturated
hydraulic
conductivity of
PLANES

Ksp

mm/
h

0.0–20.0

Uniform

Saturated
hydraulic
conductivity of
Channels

Ksc

mm/
h

0.0–200

Uniform

Mean capillary
drive of
PLANES

Gp

mm

0.0–300

Uniform

Mean capillary
drive of
Channels

Gc

mm

0.0–300

Uniform
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(Ks) and Manning’s n. Sensitivity analysis result of the par-

other parameters and initial conditions had practically

ameter values gave a strong initial impression that Ks, n

zero inﬂuence.

and mean capillary drive (G) in planes and channels were

The parameters listed in Table 1 represent single global

consistently the most important parameters affecting the

values to the distributed default values of the corresponding

simulated hydrograph for every event. It also implies that

KINEROS2 parameters.

Figure 4

|

Rainfall and discharge time-series for the three events selected for calibration.
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Storm event selection for calibration and validation

GLUE analysis

Five runoff events from 2001 to 2005 based on the avail-

Six parameters were explored in a Monte Carlo test

ability of the daily rainfall and discharge data were

(Table 1). Up to 1,000 parameter sets, randomly sampled

selected. These events are plotted in Figures 3 and 4 (in

over a uniform distribution of the deﬁned parameter

this plot, rainfall has been averaged without weighting

space, were generated and put into operation using two lap-

over the gauges). Three events were selected for calibration

tops with two 32-bit processors (Intel® Core™ 2 Duo),

and two events for validation. Measuring the time lags

whereas the rest of the parameters were set at ﬁxed values.

between peak rainfall and peak discharge is complicated

Total Central Processing Unit (CPU) time for simulation of

because some events contain more than one rainfall and dis-

the one event was about 53 hours.

charge peak, and in other cases more than one rain peak can

During the calibration exercise, only 9.7% of explored

be associated with the single discharge peak. In order to

parameter sets gave more than 70% efﬁciency. Thus, 9.7%

make a precise calibration, events were selected from

of parameter set were behavioral according to NS coefﬁcient

three different runoff gauging stations. Event 1, event 2

criterion and were retained for a ﬁrst trial (preliminary behav-

and event 3 were recorded at stations 1, 2 and 3,

ioral sets, Figure 5). The highest obtained value of calibration

respectively.

efﬁciency was 0.85 and models with high values of efﬁciency

Figure 5

|

Rainfall and discharge time-series for the two events selected for validation.
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were obtained from different combinations of calibrated par-

that gave NS values greater than 0.70 efﬁciencies were con-

ameter values, conﬁrming the equiﬁnality effect. Moreover, it

sidered behavioral and retained. Following this, these

should be noted that the parameters are treated as sets, and

retained parameter sets were used to simulate the three

the efﬁciency coefﬁcient is calculated as a function of how

events that were chosen for calibration.

well these parameter sets provide a goodness of ﬁt of the

As mentioned before and considering that the prior dis-

simulated output to the observed data for the entire cali-

tribution of selected parameters was selected on uniform but

bration (Figure 6). According to the earlier discussed GLUE

with separated behavioral parameter sets, the posterior dis-

threshold value and regulations, only the parameter sets

tribution is expected. Monte Carlo sampling was run to

Figure 6

|

Dotty plot of NS coefﬁcient against KINEROS2 parameters conditioning with GLUE based on 1,000 samples with threshold 0.70 (solid line), above which the parameter sets are
behavioral. (Only positive efﬁciencies are shown.)
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The 95% conﬁdence intervals bound derived by GLUE during the calibration for events 1, 2 and 3. The dots correspond to the observed discharge at the basin outlet, while the
solid line represents the best simulation obtained by GLUE.

generate new parameter sets. Next, KINEROS2 was applied

CONCLUSIONS

to runoff simulation by new parameter sets and the results
are shown in Figure 7 and show the predicted 90% conﬁ-

Hydrological models should be calibrated before they are used

dence intervals for events using new parameter sets.

as a decision making aid in the water resources planning and

For validation of the model, KINEROS2 was run using

management. Although manual procedures for calibration are

events 4 and 5, utilizing the best parameter set obtained

still frequently used, they are extremely time-consuming,

from the previous section. The obtained NS coefﬁcient was

tedious, frustrating and require experienced personnel. In

0.79 and 0.70 for events 4 and 5, respectively (Figure 8).

order to avoid these limitations, in this study, to perform the
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Validation results for events 4 and 5. Dots are observed discharge data and lines are simulated discharge.

calibration and veriﬁcation steps, GLUE is integrated and

by using the GLUE method. The model performance was

developed into an event oriented and physically-based

satisfactory for the calibration and the veriﬁcation periods.

model, the kinematic runoff and erosion model (KINEROS2),

Values of NS are 0.85 and 0.79 for calibration and validation

for analyzing watershed uncertainty in the ﬂow estimates. To

periods, respectively. The results prove that the model is

demonstrate the parameter estimation, model calibaration,

appropriate for estimating ﬂood hazards.

and uncertainty analysis techniques are applied to a watershed located in the center of Iran. Application of the
uncertainty estimation model indicates that the KINEROS2
model streamﬂow forecasts that involve a great deal of uncertainty; however, the lack of sufﬁcient data at the study area
was another inﬂuential factor for increasing the uncertainty
band. Furthermore, the capabilities of GLUE and uncertainty
analysis method could be more effectively merged and used
for uncertainty analysis in a watershed that had sufﬁcient
data readily available in the study area.
In this study, the KINEROS2 model was calibrated and
validated for the upstream of the Zayanderood River basin
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